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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Ad hoc Networks (WASNs) are self organizing, self-configuring and multi-hop wireless
networks, in which each node communicates with other nodes directly or indirectly through intermediate nodes without any
infrastructure. Besides these characteristics challenges like limited energy, dynamic topology, low bandwidth and security
exists. The arrangement of nodes in WASN is called topology which changes dynamically with respect to time and mobility
of nodes. Energy conservation is a major challenge because of the limited battery resource. In order to conserve energy in the
network layer many techniques were used. These techniques can be classified mainly into two categories. The first technique
is making small number of nodes awake to transfer bulk amount of data and to maintain the network connectivity and making
the remaining nodes to be in sleep mode to conserve energy. This technique is effective for low traffic conditions. In the
second technique, topology in the network is controlled by power control technique. This technique is effective for high data
traffic. To conserve energy in an efficient manner, an Energy Efficient Traffic Topology dynamically adjusts network
topology for various network traffic conditions in WASN either in low traffic or high traffic is proposed here. And the
proposed protocol is stimulated by using AODV as routing protocol using network simulator ns2.34 and compared with
AODV and DSR [1,2]. The simulation results revealed that the proposed scheme performs well in terms of energy, delay,
delivery ratio and mobility and number of nodes alive.
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1 Introduction
A WASN is a system of autonomous sensor nodes
that communicate over wireless link without any
preinstalled infrastructure [3].It is rapidly deployed
and self configuring network. It does not need any
existing infrastructure. Nodes are mobile and
topology can change dynamically. Fig.1 shows that
WASN can be a standalone network or it can be
connected to external networks like Internet. Which
are useful in places that have no communication
infrastructure or when the infrastructure is severely
damaged. Its application includes tactical networks,
disaster recovery services, metropolitan area,
communication networks and enhanced cellular
networks. In WASN the dynamic topology is a major
challenge. It is the description of the arrangement of
WASNs and it usually changes temporarily or
dynamically with time. To overcome this, several
topology control algorithms and protocols are
developed which enables minimum energy
consumption, reliability low cost link, and efficiency.
Several methods have been proposed to reduce
energy consumption and traffic in dynamic network
topology [4, 5]. This method gives us various
techniques to conserve energy.
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Fig.1 Wireless Ad hoc Sensor Network
The first technique is making small number of nodes
awake to transfer bulk amount of data and to
maintain the network connectivity and making the
remaining nodes to be in sleep mode to conserve
energy. This technique is effective for low traffic
conditions. In the second technique, topology in the
network is controlled by power control methods. This
technique is effective for high data traffic conditions.
Power consumption in data transfer dominates the
power required to keep nodes awake. A proposed
Energy Efficient Traffic Topology is dynamically
adjusting network topology for various network
traffic conditions in WASN. It dynamically selects
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link is useful for the medium access control
mechanism such as RTS/CTS in IEEE802.11. The
design guidelines of the LMST are the network, that
must use only minimum possible power and the
algorithm should be distributed. Algorithm should
depend only on the information collected locally.
And also it should have less overhead and delay
during the collection of information. And it must
ensure the existence of reverse path. A small node
degree in the network should be kept to mitigate the
well known hidden and exposed terminal problem.
And remaining nodes must be in silence during a
communication activity. This algorithm is composed
of three phases: information collection, topology
construction and determination of transmission
power. It has a maximum degree of 3 and minimum
degree of 1 and average degree of 2.06. It reduces the
MAC level connection which implies only small
transmission power is needed to maintain
connectivity.

the routing strategy on the basis of the energy of the
node. It enhances the scalability of WASN and
prolongs the network lifetime as well.

2 Related Works
Different types of topologies are proposed in the
literature to minimize the energy consumption. These
Methods can be classified in to centralized and
distributed topology for controlling topologies. For
WASN, topology should be maintained in
distributive and localized manner.

2.1. Minimum Power Topology
In WASN, the mobile nodes communicate with each
other either through a single–hop or multi-hop to
relay the message [6,7,8]. The mobile node can
adjust the transmission power according to its
neighbour nodes. It is one of the ways to reduce
energy consumption. Power efficiency is very
important in WASN because the network nodes and
its life are depending on the battery power. If a path
consumes least power among all other paths, then it is
a valid minimum power path. Transmission graph is
used to find the transmission range of nodes.
Distributed algorithm is used to find the minimum
energy topology for a set of nodes. Through this the
receiver’s cost can be neglected. Basically, in mobile
network each node often moves over the time. So the
networking protocol must be dynamically updating
its links by using the minimum power topology.
Length of the path is measured in terms of energy
consumption. This algorithm is used only for local
information.

2.3. Localized Distributed Topology Control
Algorithm (XTC)
Topology control in the WASN tries to minimize the
energy consumption by reducing transmission power
and
interference
collision
and
consequent
retransmission. Topology control is like coordinating
the nodes regarding to their transmitting range to
generate the network with desire features. Changing
of neighbour based topology control XTC for
Wireless Ad hoc sensor Network and evaluates
AODV with XTC algorithm under nodes mobility
[13,14,15]. It consumes less power and gives better
life time to the network. XTC is the most realistic
neighbour-based topology control algorithm. XTC
algorithm consists of three steps: neighbour order,
neighbour order exchange and link selection. In
neighbour order, each network node computes the
total order of all its neighbours in the network graph,
G. This type of order is intended to enhance the
quality of the links to the neighbour. In neighbour
order exchange, it exchanges the order among all the
neighbours. In link selection, each node selects the
neighbouring node to form its neighborhood in the
topology control graph based on the previously
exchanged neighbour order information. It does not
assume the network graph to be a unit disk graph. It
works on weighted node graphs and it does not
require any availability of node position.

2.2. Local Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST)
LMST is based on the minimum spanning tree
topology control algorithm [9,10,11,12]. Their
important properties are: (i) The topology derived
under LMST preserve the network connectivity (ii)
The node degree of any node in the resulting
topology is bounded by six. (iii) The topology can be
transformed in to one with bi- directional links
without impairing the network connectivity after
removal of all unidirectional links. Due to a small
node degree the MAC-level connection and
interference can be reduced. Topology formation
capacity consists of only bidirectional link is
important for link level acknowledgment. But it is
critical for packet transmission and retransmission
over the unreliable wireless medium. Bidirectional
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state update arrives. The main challenge is to
coordinate power changes with other nodes because
all nodes are not necessary to react at the time of
topology change. Once a node receives a routing
update it first determines in which of the three states
it belongs to: (i) disconnected (ii) connected (iii) but
not connected or biconnected. It is biconnection no
action can be taken. It disconnects the node which
increases its transmitting power to the maximum
possible value. It is connected, but not biconnect the
node attempts to do biconnectivity augmentation. The
nodes first find the distance from the closest
articulation point. The network is connecting and not
biconnect then it have at least one articulation point.
That point will be automatically found by the
biconnectivity checking procedure. The node set the
time t, which must be a randomized around an
exponential function of the distance from the
articulation point. After the time t, if the network is
still not connected then the node increases the
maximum possible power. Global coordination
having limited form is achieved with zero overhead.
The nodes which always remove the articulation and
it prefer to using timers. The overhead evaluating AP
using DFS in the form of O(N+E). And the overall
overhead evaluation in the form of O(2N+E). This
can be a summary of neighbour adaption and AP
evaluation overhead.

2.4. Local Information No Topology (LINT)
In the Wireless sensor Network the topology is
changing constantly. There is a continuous
adjustment of the transmitted power of the nodes to
maintain the desired topology [16,17]. LINT is one
of the distributed control topology. It is a zerooverhead protocol. It means it does not use any
special control messages for their operation. LINT
uses locally available neighbour information which
was collected by the routing protocol. It attempts to
keep the number of neighbours of each node bounded
the LINT. It does not clearly introduce control
overhead and the adjustment of transmit power may
cause link up/down. Three parameters were used to
configure a node degree. (i) The desired node degree
dd (ii) a high threshold on the node degree dh (iii)
low threshold dl. The node continuously checks the
number of active neighbours in their neighbour table
which is built by routing mechanism. Suppose the
degree is greater than dh, then the node increases its
operational power. If it is true then no action or
decrease in power is taken bounded by the maximum
and minimum possible power settings of the
respective radio. The magnitude of the power
changes due to a function of desired degree dd and
current degree, d. The power changes are done in a
shuffle periodic mode.

2.5 Local Information Link- state Topology
(LILT)

2.6 Distributed Novel Topology Control
Algorithm (Dist-NTC)

LILT is the distributed topology control. It is a zero
overhead protocols i.e. it do not use any special
control message for its operation [17,18]. It uses the
freely available neighbour information and it exploits
the global topology information which is available
with routing protocols like link-state protocols. LILT
do not explicitly introduces control overhead and
adjustment of transmitted power which causes link up
or down. Many topologies include updates which
will require more network bandwidth and it decreases
the throughput efficiency. To overcome this problem
LILT increments to calculate the new transmit power
not from scratch but from the currently used values. It
is global topology information used for recognizing
and repairing the network partitions. It can be divided
in to two parts: Neighbour Addition Protocol (NAP),
Neighbour Reduction Protocol (NRP). LINT presents
the connection between the squads. The NRP uses
LINT mechanism and tries to maintain the node
degree around a certain configured values. NAP is
triggered whenever an event driven or periodic link
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In Dist-NTC all nodes are broadcasted to their own
existence and it collects neighbour information within
their maximum transmission Range, R [19,20,21].
Each node finds their adjacent DT neighbours within
the range. And each node keeps only a fixed number
of shortest edge and it inform other edges about their
specified edges and it rejects other edges expect the
specified edges. In the network node which is less
than the specified edge are classified as “active”.
Every active node works under distributed
mechanism procedure and it finds the nearest active
node and sent packet request and waits for its reply.
The network link which arises due to the matching
link procedure is called non-basic link. If the
neighbour node sends any acknowledgment to the
active neighbour then the edge is added. But the
active node accepts only the nearest node. This
process can be repeated until the numbers of adjacent
edges are equal to the fixed value or no other nodes in
the range are available for matching. This distributed
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request packet contains the data like address of the
source node and the destination node, and a unique
identification number for transmission. An
intermediate node, I which lies between source node
and destination node receives a path request packet. It
checks its path cache for a transmit data to destination
node. If the path exists then it transmits the data
packet to the next intermediate node. The message
propagates through the network until it reaches either
the destination node or an intermediate node with a
path selection process to the destination. Once a
packet reaches a destination it sends path Reply
(PREP) packet to the source node. The PREP
containing the proper hop sequence for reaching the
destination is generated and unicast back to the
source node.

matching procedure was used by the active node. It is
not suitable for non active node. Suppose if it does
not find any active node or enough link then the
active node become non active node. The
computation overhead of this network N is O(NL).

2.7 Distributed Relative
Graph (Dist-RNG)

Neighbourhood

This is a distributed topology control algorithm
which has distributed intelligence to construct a
topology with some optimization objectives like
minimizing the node degree, the hop diameters of the
network and the maximum transmission radius
[22,23]. It performs well in terms of power usage,
low interference and reliability. This topology is used
for different transmit powers and nodes to meet a
global topological property like connectivity and
biconnectivity. The main aim of this topology is to
minimize the transmit power. This distributed
algorithm is used for computing RNG based
topology. During execution in Dist-RNG consider a
node fi that grows its transmission power to the
nearest neighbour fj which can be found in the
uncovered region. If the node is found an edge (fi,fj)
is added to RNG. From the newly found fj an angle j
is calculated. j defines a cone that jointly covers the
span area by fj. Initially is set to zero. The whole
process will be repeated until it reaches the maximum
power. The computational overhead for this
algorithm is O(NlogN).

Fig.2 Selection of nodes for transmitting data
Destination node D first receives path request packet
(PREQ) then it calculates the path cost and update its
path table. It have fixed time interval to receive more
path request packet to find the least cost of path
among them. After receiving the packet, Destination
node D unicast a path Reply (PREP) back to its
neighbour from which it receive the least cost route.
Suppose node D does not receive any packet from the
node S then node D unicasts route error RERR
towards the source node.

3 Integrated Routing Protocol With
Energy Efficient Traffic Topology
The energy consumption in Wireless Ad hoc Sensor
Network (WASN) can be minimized, by dynamically
adjusting the topology for various network traffic
conditions. The proposed Energy Efficient Traffic
Topology by incorporating AODV [24] routing
protocol contains three phases.

3.2 Mobility of nodes
Mobility of nodes causes link failure there are three
types of link failure: Self failure, Path failure, Sink
failure are the three types of link failure. Fig.3 when
the node fails itself because of crash, re-boot, bug in
software code, or connectivity issue it is called self
failure. The path failure makes other nodes to fail at
the time of transmission or it cause collision along
the paths. Sink failure makes the whole network to
fail and it cause in the base station. Bad sink
placement, changes in the environment after
deployment, and connectivity issues are the main
reason for sink failure. Automated link failure and

3.1 Selection of nodes for transmitting data.
Selection of nodes is used to transfer a data from
source node S, to destination node, D. Fig.2 shows
the source node checks its path cache whether it
already contains a path to the destination node. If a
valid path exists to the destination then it starts
sending its data. If the source node does not have a
valid path to the destination node, it undergoes the
selection of nodes for transmitting data process by
broadcasting a path request (PREQ) packet. The path
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dynamically changes the topology according to the
network traffic requirements.
Fig.5 shows the proposed routing algorithm is used
for transmitting data in the network as follows:

Interference Detection Avoidance (AIDA) module
determines it and changes the channels for any AP
that experiences high levels of RF interference. The
AIDA module monitors all channels, including
unused channels in order to perform this service.

Fig.3 Mobility of nodes

3.3 Alternate path selection with minimum
link cost.
Alternate path selection with minimum link cost
scheme in WASN is to reduce the time delay and
control overhead in the network. During data transfer
from source node to destination node maintaining
connectivity with the sink node in the base station
without any interruption becomes a major issue.
More nodes are typically deployed to reduce possible
node failures. When large number of nodes fails in
the same region it may cause loss of connectivity
with the sink node and it reduces the efficiency of the
network transmission.

Fig..4 Alternate path selections with minimum link
cost
Fig.4 shows due to node mobility link failure occurs
for recovery, source node finds alternative path to
transmit the packet to destination. Route recovery is
based on maintaining the route information at each
node to the sink and then utilizing such information
for the relocation of the nodes. Route recovery
scheme is to solve the link failure problem caused by
node movement, packet collision or bad channel
condition. Route recovery considers backup nodes
mobility and conducts route recovery implicitly and
provide reliable and stable route for routing protocol.
Energy Efficient Traffic Topology for WASN, which
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Fig.5 Algorithm for proposed protocol

4 Simulation Results
Table.1 shows the parameters assigned to simulate
the WASN Environment.
S.NO
1
2
3
4

655

PARAMETERS
Simulation time
Number of nodes
Max node energy
Energy distribution

VALUES
100 s
38
1000J
Normal distribution(0-1000J)
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11

MAC
Max TX power
Max RX power
Routing protocol
Propagation model
Node motion
Area
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After getting reply from all the intermediate nodes,
the source node starts transmitting packet to the
destination. Fig.7 & 8 shows during transmission, if
nodes fail to transmit packets to the destination due to
mobility it is called link failure.

IEEE 802.11
0.2W
0.09 W
AODV
Two ray ground
Random motion
500x500m2

Table.1Simulation Parameters

4.1 NAM Results
Fig.6 shows at the time of simulation, node needs to
send a packet from source to destination. For that it
finds the nodes based upon demand, maximum
energy and minimum link cost. It sends a path request
(PREQ) to the nodes which are selected with
minimum link cost and waiting for the path reply
(PREP) from the intermediate nodes which are
selected for transmitting data.

Fig.8 Link failure

Fig.6 Selection of nodes for transmitting data
Fig.9 detecting alternate path for transmission
Fig.9 shows to overcome the link failure, the source
node finds alternate path with minimum link cost
depending upon energy and demand of the nodes to
transmit the packets to the destination. This type of
routing needs only few nodes to transfer packets and
make other nodes to be in sleep mode to minimize
energy consumption keeping lesser link cost. The
proposed Energy Efficient Traffic Topology is
suitable for various conditions like low traffic and
high traffic. It increases the life time of the network
and on other side it keeps less number of nodes to
transfer bulk amount of data by providing minimum
link cost with minimum energy consumption.

Fig.7 Mobility of nodes
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4.2 Performance Evaluation.
The performance of Energy Efficient Traffic
Topology with AODV as a routing protocol is
evaluated and it is compared with DSR using the
network simulator ns2.34.

Fig.11 Delivery ratio Vs mobility for High network
load

Fig.10 Packet Delivery Vs Mobility
Fig10 shows proposed protocol Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology having high packet delivery ratio
compared to the other protocols like AODV and DSR
during mobility of nodes.
Packet delivery ratio: Packet delivery ratio is the
ratio of the data packets received at the destination to
the data packets sent out from the source. As the time
rate increase, the delivery ratio always decreases and
also when mobility increase, the delivery ratio always
decreases. Energy Efficient Traffic Topology
performs better compare to AODV and DSR.
Fig.11 Shows during transmission of data from one
node to another node the proposed Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology provide better delivery ratio during
high network load traffic due to mobility compare to
other routing protocols like DSR and AODV.
Fig.12 Shows during transmission of data from one
node to another node the proposed Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology provide better delivery ratio during
low network load traffic due to mobility compare to
other routing protocols like DSR and AODV.
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Fig.12 Delivery ratio Vs Mobility for low
network load
Energy consumption: The energy consumed by
Energy Efficient Traffic Topology by using AODV is
less when compare with DSR and AODV routing
protocol because of the power controlled
transmission.
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Fig.15 Consume energy Vs Time for low network load

Fig.13 Consumed Energy Vs Time
Fig.15 Shows energy consumed by Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology is very less compared to the other
protocols like AODV and DSR for 50 sec during low
network load traffic.
End-to-end delay: The delay is the average time
between data sent out from the sources and received
at the destinations. Energy Efficient Traffic Topology
performs better compared to other AODV and DSR.
This is because of low transmission power and low
queuing delay reducing interference.

Fig.13 Shows energy consumed by Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology is very less compared to the other
protocols like AODV and DSR for 50 sec.

Fig.14 Consume energy Vs Time for high network
load
Fig.14 Shows energy consumed by Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology is very less compared to the other
protocols like AODV and DSR for 50 sec during high
network load traffic.
Fig.16 Delay Vs Mobility
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Fig.16 shows during transmission of nodes, end to
end delay is less in Energy Efficient Traffic Topology
compared to the other protocols like AODV and
DSR.

Fig.17 No of alive nodes Vs Time
Fig.17 Shows number of nodes alive at the time of
transmission is more in proposed Energy Efficient
Traffic Topology compare to other protocols like
AODV and DSR.

5 Conclusion
We proposed an Energy Efficient Traffic Topology
protocol that dynamically adjusts its topology for both low
and high network traffic conditions. We have simulated our
proposed Energy Efficient Traffic Topology by using
AODV as routing protocol. The simulation studies reveals
that the proposed Energy Efficient Traffic Topology gives
us best performance in terms of energy, delay, mobility and
delivery ratio. And also our proposed algorithm compared
with the existing routing protocols to show the difference
in performance.
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